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Abstract
Recommending optimal rehabilitation intervention for injured workers that would lead to successful return-to-work
(RTW) is a challenge for clinicians. Currently, the clinicians are unable to identify with complete confidence which
intervention is best for a patient and the referral is often made in trial and error fashion. Only 58% recommendations
are successful in our dataset. We aim to develop an interpretable decision support system using machine learning to
assist the clinicians. We proposed an alternate ripper (ARIPPER) combined with a hybrid re-sampling technique, and a
balanced weighted random forests (BWRF) ensemble method respectively, in order to tackle the multi-class
imbalance, class overlap and noise problem in real world application data. The final models have shown promising
potential in classification compared to human baseline and has been integrated into a web-based decision-support
tool that requires additional validation in a clinical sample.
Introduction
Decision support systems (DSS) in clinical prognosis have
received increased attention from researchers. In this
paper, we develop a system to help clinicians categorize
injured workers and recommend appropriate rehabilita-
tion programs based on the unique characteristics of
individual worker.
Our system is a web application consisting of a user
interface and a knowledge base. Unlike many DSS using
knowledge bases developed manually by domain experts,
we use rule-based machine learning algorithms to learn
a set of rules from data. The rules can be further mod-
ified and tuned by the experts. By doing so, the experts
can inject their own knowledge into the discovered rule
set. Themajor challenge of generating the knowledge base
is the presence of imbalance class distribution and multi-
class classification in our real clinical dataset. Recently,
the class imbalance learning has been recognized as a cru-
cial problem in machine learning and data mining [1-3].
The issue occurs when the training data is not evenly
distributed among classes. Imbalanced data learning is
growing in importance and has been identified as one of
the 10 main challenges of Data Mining [4]. This problem
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is also especially critical in many real applications, such
as fraud detection and medical diagnoses. In these cases,
standard classifiers generally perform poorly, rule-based
classifiers are particularly sensitive to class imbalance.
Classifiers usually tend to be overwhelmed by themajority
class and ignore the minority class examples. Most clas-
sifiers assume an even distribution of examples among
classes, and are designed to maximize accuracy, which is
not a good metric to evaluate effectiveness in the case of
imbalanced training data. Therefore, we need to improve
traditional algorithms so as to handle imbalanced data.
Most existing imbalance data learning techniques so far
are still limited to the binary class imbalance problem.
There are fewer solutions for multi-class imbalance prob-
lems, which exist in real-world applications. They have
been shown to be less effective or even to cause a negative
effect in dealing with multi-class tasks [5]. The experi-
ments in [6] imply that the performance decreases as the
number of imbalanced classes increases.
Moreover, many studies have shown that for certain
imbalanced data sets, the degree of imbalance between
class prior distribution is not the only factor influencing
performance of classification of imbalanced data. Data set
complexity including overlapping, lack of representative
data as well as presence of noisy instances [2]. The issues
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of overlapping and noisy exists in our datasets, there-
fore it is not realistic to simply balancing the dataset with
complex structure of data.
In this paper we consider a series of rule-based clas-
sifiers combined with sampling techniques from imbal-
anced data. We proposed two different methods, alternate
ripper combined with hybrid re-sampling techniques and
balanced weighted random forest (BWRF) in the context
of learning from imbalanced, overlapping as well as noisy
multi-classes data, and empirically investigate and com-
pare various common classifiers and the state of the art
methods for imbalanced data learning. We find that both
of them can achieve a better result and ARIPPER can pro-
duce meaningful recommendation rules as evaluated by
our domain expert. Moreover, the combination of class
decomposition and data processing method can help the
classification on the minority class examples.
Background
Work-related musculoskeletal conditions are some of the
most burdensome health conditions in terms of personal,
societal and economic costs [7-9]. Low back pain is a lead-
ing cause of work disability and was recently identified
as the sixth most disabling health condition worldwide in
terms of overall disease burden [10].
In general, each injured worker receives a return-to-
work (RTW) assessment and a following rehabilitation
treatment. This is a classification process which involves
assigning patients to appropriate rehabilitation programs
that lead to successful return-to-work (RTW) based on
their clinical and work-related characteristics (obtained
from the assessment). There are five types of rehabili-
tation programs in total labeled as prog0, prog3, prog4,
prog5 and prog6. The feature of each program is listed as
follows:
• “Other” intervention (prog0): No rehabilitation or a
single service provider. Basically it means a patient’s
health condition does not require any treatment or
no treatments could help the patient return to work.
• Complex Service (prog3): Comprehensive pain
management program for patients with chronic pain
and multiple complex barriers to RTW.
• Provider Site Based Service (prog4): Interdisciplinary
rehabilitation at a designated rehabilitation facility
• Work Site Based Service (prog5): The intervention
takes place at a worksite instead of at a rehabilitation
facility.
• Hybrid (prog6): A hybrid program of prog4 and
prog5.
Each rehabilitation program has two possible outcomes:
• The program leads to successful return-to-work at a
pre-determined time.
• An unsuccessful result at that pre-determined time
followed by subsequent rehabilitation programs.
Although it is possible that multiple rehabilitation pro-
grams can lead to return-to-work for a patient, we cannot
determine them since we cannot possibly let a patient
go through multiple programs at once to observe the
outcomes.
Therefore, an important assumption is that for each
patient there exists only one appropriate program. If
patients are correctly categorized into the true appro-
priate program, they return to work. Otherwise, there
will be no successful RTW. Under the assumption above,
we could determine a patient’s return-to-work status in
advance based on the classification result. The main idea
here is to build a classification model that categorizes an
injured worker into the appropriate rehabilitation pro-
gram leading to RTW.
Preliminaries
Multi-class classification
Multi-class pattern recognition is a problem of building
a system that accurately maps an input feature space to
an output space of more than two pattern classes. Multi-
class pattern recognition has a wide range of applications
including handwritten digit recognition, categorization,
bioinformatics and speech tagging and recognition. The
task of multi-class classification is to assign a class k from
a set of possible classes K to vectors (data samples) x =
(a1, a2, ..., am) consisting of n attribute values ai ∈ Ai.
The data mining algorithm is supposed to learn a relation
(called classifier) C : A1 × A2 × ... × Am → K which
can map an unseen instances to a corresponding class
k ∈ K .
Imbalanced data learning
A common problem faced in data mining is dealing with
class imbalance. A dataset is said to be imbalanced if one
class (called the majority, or negative class) vastly out-
numbers the other (called the minority, or positive class).
The class imbalance problem is only said to exist when
the positive class is the class of interest. This is due to the
fact that if the positive, minority, class is not of interest,
then it can be safely ignored. In most practical applica-
tions, such as medical diagnosis, spam filter, intrusion
detection, etc. The minority class is the class of inter-
est, and therefore the class imbalance problem must be
addressed.
These imbalanced data learning methods can be grouped
into two categories: the data perspective [11-15] and the
algorithm perspective [5,6,16-18]. The methods with the
data perspective try to balance out the class distribu-
tion by re-sampling the data space, either over-sampling
instances of the minority class or under-sampling
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instances of themajority class. Themost commonmethod
with the algorithm perspective is cost-sensitive learning,
which tries to learn more characteristics of samples with
the minority class by setting a high cost to the misclassifi-
cation of a minority class sample. Many empirical results
have shown that the exact theoretical connection between
re-sampling methods and cost-sensitive learning [18], and
re-sampling methods can be competitive to cost-sensitive
learning [19]. In addition, the re-sampling is not depen-
dent on the classifier and simple to implement. Hence, the
re-sampling is most straightforward and effective method
for dealing with imbalance. In this paper, we focus our
attention on the problem of re-sampling technique for
imbalanced data classification.
Re-sampling methods only manipulate the original
training datasets; therefore it provides a convenient and
effective way to deal with imbalanced learning problems
using standard classifiers by balancing the instances of the
classes. The purpose of the re-sampling methods is gen-
erated a new and more balanced dataset D∗ based on the
original dataset D, on which the classifier has a better
performance.We aim to find the optimal re-sampling pro-
cedure S: D → D∗. The re-sampling techniques include
the under-sampling and over-sampling.
Too small number of examples in the minority class in
comparison to the number of examples in the majority
classes (expressed by an imbalance ratio) is not the only
problem while creating classifiers from imbalanced data
[20]. Other data-related factors, which make the learn-
ing task even more difficult, include overlapping of the
minority and majority classes, the presence of noisy or
rare examples.
In many domain, there is often occurs that some sam-
ples fromdifferent classes have very similar characteristics
in the feature space. The problem is recognized as the
so-called class overlapping problem.
Data are said to be noisy if they contain erroneous data
values. These erroneous values can occur in the indepen-
dent (attribute noise) or dependent (class noise) variables
in a data set [21]. While real-world data often contain
both types of noise the latter one is generally more detri-
mental to classification performance [21,22]. Noisy data
can confuse a learning algorithm, blurring the decision
boundaries that separate the classes or causing models to
overfit to accommodate incorrect data points.
Class imbalance, overlapping and noise are well-
established data characteristics encountered in a wide
range of data mining andmachine learning, and they often
occur in some real application at the same time. Therefore,
when we design rule-based learning model to deal with
imbalanced data, we need to consider these factors which
have adverse effects on the recognition of the minority
classes.
We present some common re-sampling algorithms:
SMOTE
A popular and effective over-sampling method is the syn-
thetic minority over-sampling technique (SMOTE) [11].
The SMOTE algorithm creates artificial data based on
the feature space similarities between existing minority
instances. Specifically, for minority class dataset Cmin,
consider the K nearest neighbors for each instance xi ∈
Cmin. To create a synthetic sample, randomly select one of
the K nearest neighbors, then multiply the corresponding
feature vector difference with a random number between
[0,1], and finally, add this vector to the xi:
xnew = xi + (xki − xi) × δ (1)
where xki is one of the K-nearest neighbors for xi, and
δ ∈ [ 0, 1] is a random number. Therefore, the resulting
synthetic instance according to (1) is a point along the line
segment joining xi under consideration and the randomly
selected K nearest neighbor xki .
Figure 1 shows an example of the SMOTE procedure.
There exist many methods based on the SMOTE
for generating more appropriate instances. For instance,
borderline-SMOTE [23] selects minority examples which
are considered to be on the border of the minority deci-
sion region in the feature-space and only performs the
SMOTE technique to oversample those instances, since
borderline instances are more easily misclassified than
others.
Tomek links
If two data examples from different classes are the 1 near-
est neighbors to each other, they form a Tomek Link [14].
Given an instance pair:(xi, xj) where xi ∈ Smin, xj ∈ Smax
and d(xi, xj) is the distance between xi and xj, then the
(xi, xj) pair is called a Tomek link if there is no instance
xk ,such that d(xi, xk) < d(xi, xj) or d(xj, xk) < d(xi, xj).
Figure 1 An example of SMOTE algorithm.
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Figure 2 shows a typical procedure of using Tomek links
to clean the overlapping data points.
This data cleaning technique has been effectively
applied to remove the overlapping that is introduced from
sampling methods. Either both of them are borderline
points, or one of them is noise invading the data space of
the other class.
Edited Nearest Neighbor, ENN
Edited Nearest Neighbor (ENN) [12] Rule is an under-
sampling method that removes data examples whose class
label differs from that of at least two of its three nearest
neighbors.
NeighborhoodCleaning Rule, NCR
Unlike ENN, NCR [15] finds each data example whose
class label differs from the class of at least two of its three
nearest neighbors. If this example belongs to the majority
class, remove it. Otherwise, remove its nearest neighbors
which belong to the majority class.
Rule-based classifier
Learning classification rules from examples is one of the
most popular tasks in machine learning and data mining.
Each classification rule has a conjunction of attribute val-
ues as antecedent and a class as consequent. Generally
speaking, such rules are represented as symbolic expres-
sions of the following form:
r : (Rule conditions) → targetclass (2)
where conditions are formed as a conjunction of ele-
mentary tests on values of attributes describing learning
Figure 2 An example of Tomek links algorithm.
examples, and the rule consequence indicates the assign-
ment of an example satisfying the condition part of the
rule to a given class. A rule r covers an instance x if x′s
attribute values satisfy the rule antecedent.
Rules are one of the most popular symbolic representa-
tions of knowledge discovered from data. They are more
comprehensible and can be easily analysed by human
experts, in particular “black boxes”models like neural net-
works or SVM. However, most rule-based classifiers are
biased towards the majority classes and they have difficul-
ties with correct recognition of the minority class. Such
comprehensibility and explicability of the rule represen-
tation is highly appreciated when constructing intelligent
systems, where these features often result in increased
willingness of decision makers to accept provided sugges-
tions and solutions.
System design and implementation
System requirements
The system we are developing has the following require-
ments:
• The classification model should be interpretable. The
users should be able to see the evidence supporting
the recommendations made by the system.
Rule-based algorithms are more desirable.
• The system should provide multiple predictions with
support evidence (e.g., supporting rules or guidelines)
so the users can choose the most appropriate one
under different considerations.
• The system should include a limited number of
variables.
Data analysis
The dataset is from an outcome evaluation database man-
aged by the Workers’ Compensation Board Alberta. This
includes data on workers in the province of Alberta who
filed compensation claims for musculoskeletal injuries
and who were referred to rehabilitation facilities for
Return-to-Work assessment. WCB-Alberta’s administra-
tive database was augmented by clinical data from rehabil-
itation providers who are contracted to file reports at time
of claimants’ admission and discharge from rehabilitation
programs.
The data in our research are extracted from a Canadian
provincial compensation database at the Workers Com-
pensation Board (WCB) Alberta. All samples in our
dataset are labeled by the assessing clinician. The ‘label’ is
the appropriate rehabilitation program for each claimant
and the predictive features are the various measures avail-
able on each claimant at time of assessment. The dataset
of mainly the year of 2010 contains 14484 cases of injured
workers, of which 8611 were unique cases and included
in further analysis. Not all records have a successful RTW
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result. If an intervention was unsuccessful, the claimant
would have to go through subsequent interventions. In
order to train a classification model that predicts success-
ful interventions, themachine learning algorithms need to
learn from only the successful records in the data instead
of all of them. In other words, the algorithms should mine
the relationship between the patients’ characteristics and
their rehabilitation program in records with positive out-
come. Therefore, we extracted 4876 successful records for
the algorithms to learn a positive classificationmodel. The
successful outcome is when the injured worker receives no
compensation at 30 days after the assessment admission.
The new dataset is highly-skewed as shown in Table 1.
There are three minority classes (prog3, prog5 and prog6)
and two majority classes (prog0 and prog4). Moreover,
the class prog3 and prog5 has rare instances, which con-
tain only 84 and 96 samples respectively. Furthermore, the
data is obtained from different hospital and clinical, the
criterion of evaluation and diagnosis are not the same.
The nature of the rehabilitation program is also somewhat
responsible for the misclassification between the major-
ity classes. For example, for one patient without severe
symptom, one hospital may predict it as prog0, another
hospital may regard it as prog4. It results in the overlap-
ping between classes. As we are informed by the experts,
prog0 and prog4 are similar to each other. A large por-
tion of people receiving prog4 actually does not need
prog4. But in order to make sure that people do return to
work, they are assigned with prog4 in the end. Addition-
ally, prog6 is a hybrid program of prog4 and prog5, which
makes it evenmore complicated in classification. The data
visualization in later section also confirms this issue as we
can see the overlap between these classes.
Additionally, it can’t avoid the occurrence of noisy data.
The rest of the data consisting of unsuccessful cases is
used to train a negative model. The dataset includes 200
features. We consulted the experts from the Department
of Physical Therapy to check each variable and eliminate
those that are absolutely irrelevant from the perspective




RIPPER (Repeated Incremental Pruning to Produce Error
Reduction) [24] is an inductive rule-based learner that
generates Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) rules to iden-
tify classes while minimising the error defined by the
number of misclassified training example by the rule.
Table 1 Class distributionof the final dataset
Class prog0 prog3 prog4 prog5 prog6
num of records 1828 84 2286 96 582
RIPPER forms rules through a process of repeated
growing and pruning, and the representation of the rules
generated can be more powerful because it is not con-
strained by the arborescent structure of the tree. During
the growing phase, the rules are made more restrictive
in order to fit the training data as closely as possible.
During the pruning phase, the rules are made less restric-
tive in order to avoid overfitting, which can cause poor
classification performance.
Concisely, the algorithm proceeds iteratively starting
with an empty rule set, and in each iteration, the train-
ing data is split into a growing set and a pruning set, then
a rule is grown from the growing set and immediately
pruned or simplified based on the pruning set. If the error
rate of the new rule on the pruning set does not exceed
some threshold, the rule is added to the rule set represent-
ing the learnedmodel and all examples in the training data
covered by this rule are removed before being split again
for the next repetition. Otherwise, the iteration is stopped
and the rule set is returned. The RIPPER algorithm builds
a single rule in the following steps:
1. Split currently uncovered examples into a growing
and pruning set.
2. On the growing set, it starts with an empty rule (an
rule with no antecedent).
3. Add a new condition into the rule antecedent as long
as this addition maximize FOIL’s information gain
criterion
4. Repeat Step 3 until no negative examples from the
growing set are covered by this rule.
5. Prune this immediately on the pruning set.
In a multi-class situation, the rules generated from the
RIPPER algorithm are ranked in ascending order based
on the number of examples in the class. An unknown
instance is tested against the rules in that order. The
first rule that covers the test instance “fires” and the test-
ing phase ends. The RIPPER algorithm for multi-class
classification is described in the following steps:
1. RIPPER sort the classes in ascending order based on
the class size.
2. It chooses the smallest class as the positive class and
the rest is considered as the negative class.
3. A rule set for the positive class is learned.
4. Repeat step 2 and 3 for the next smallest class.
Alternate RIPPER, ARIPPER
Our CDSS need to providemultiple recommendations for
clinicians to choose, the default RIPPER algorithm makes
only one prediction. To make multiple predictions, we
make the following modifications and refer to the modi-
fied algorithm as ARIPPER (Alternate RIPPER) in the rest
of the paper: for each test instance, we gather all the rules
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covering it and group the rules together that predict the
same program and rank these predictions based on their
quality. Such quality can be computed by measuring the
quality of the underlying supporting rules. We consider
four types of measurements:
• Highest Average Rule Confidence (HAvgRCF):
calculate the average rule confidence of all rules
supporting each recommendation. The one with the
highest average rule confidence is the final prediction.
• Single Rule with Highest Confidence (SRHCF):
the rule with the highest confidence makes the final
prediction.
• Highest AverageWeighted Chi-Square (HAvgCS):
HAvgCS is a measurement adopted from CMAR, i.e.,
Classification based on Multiple Association Rules
[25]. It calculates the weighted rule Chi-Square value
of all rules supporting each recommendation. The







where n is the number of rules in a group. χ2 stands
for the Chi Square value of a single rule.maxχ2
represents the upper bound of χ2 and is defined in
CMAR [25]:
maxχ2 = (minsup(p), sup(c)− sup(p)sup(c)|T| )
2|T|e
(4)
where |T| stands for the total number of data
instance in the training data. For each rule R : p → c,
sup(p) and sup(c) stand for the support of the rule








(|T |−sup(p))(|T | − sup(c))
(5)
• Single Rule with Highest Weighted Chi-Square
(SRHCS): SRHCS looks at the Chi-Square of each
single rule and uses the one with the highest
Chi-Square value as the quality of a recommendation.
Random forests
As far as predictive performance is concerned, in recent
years, a number of works have reported that ensembles
of base learners exhibit substantial performance improve-
ment over single base learners. Ensemble systems have
drawn more and more attention because of their flexible
characteristics. Not only multiple classifiers could have
better answer than a single one, but also the ensemble
framework provides diversity for avoiding the overfitting
of some algorithms.
Random forests [26] are an ensemble of tree-type clas-
sifiers for classification or regression. It can handle large
amount of training data efficiently and that are inherently
suited formulti-class problems. They derive their strength
from two aspects: using random subsamples of the train-
ing data (as in bagging) and randomizing the algorithm for
learning base-level classifiers (decision trees). The base-
level algorithm randomly selects a subset of the features at
each step of tree construction and chooses the best among
these.
Random Forests grows a number of such classification
trees. Each tree is grown as follows:
1. A tree of maximal depth is grown on a bootstrap
sample of size m of the training set. No pruning is
performed.
2. A number m which is much smaller than the total
number of variables p (typically m = √p)) is
specified, such that at each node, m variables are
sampled at random out of the p. The best split on
these variables is used to split the node into two
subnodes.
To classify a test instance, the Random Forests classi-
fies the instance by simply combining all results from each
of the trees in the forest. The final classification is given
by majority voting of the ensemble of trees in the forest.
In contrast to bagging, an additional layer of randomness
is included in step 2 of the algorithm above. Instead of
just constructing trees of different bootstrap samples, step
2 changes the way the individual trees are constructed,
namely at each node the splitting variable is not chosen
among all variables but the best possible split among a
random subset of variables is performed.
Random forest generally exhibits a substantial perfor-
mance improvement over the single tree classifier such
as CART and C4.5. It yields generalization error rate that
compares favorably to Adaboost, yet is more robust to
noise. In addition, the Random Forests are computation-
ally much less intensive than Adaboost.
Balanced andweighted random forests, BWRF
Ensemble systems is incorporated with re-sampling tech-
nique or weighting strategy to acquire better classification
performance and generalization capability.
We present a method that uses an ensemble of ran-
dom forest integrated with a re-balancing technique that
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combines both over-sampling and under-sampling: bal-
anced and weighted random forests (BWRF).
For each instance from minority class, the minority
class (prog3, prog5 and prog6) is over-sampled with the
SMOTE method to smooth the decision boundary. After
that, we under-sample the majority class (prog0 and
prog4) instances N times to generate N bootstrap sam-
ples so that each bootstrap sample has the same or similar
size with the over-sampled positive instances. Then, each
bootstrap sample (of the majority class) is combined with
the over-sampled positive instances to form a training set
to train an unprunned tree classifier. Finally, the N tree
classifier are combined to make a prediction on a test
example by casting a weighted vote from the ensemble of
tree classifiers.
We utilized the out-of-bag (OOB) samples in determin-
ing different classifier’s voting power, and then each base
classifier is weighted when combined to create the final
decision function. The goal is to assign weights that reflect
the relative contribution of each classifier in improving the
overall performance of the ensemble. It is known that the
use of overall accuracy is not an appropriate evaluation
measure for imbalanced data. Kubat et al. [27] suggested
the G-mean defined as the geometric mean of accuracies
measured separately on each class. G-mean measures the
balanced performance of a learning algorithm between
these two classes, and is commonly utilized when per-
formance of both classes is concerned and expected to
be high simultaneously. Therefore G-mean is chosen to
be the metric for representing the performance of each
classifier. G-mean is defined as follows:
G-mean = √Sensitivity× Specificity (6)
where
Sensitivity = TPTP + FN (7)
Specificity = TNTN + FP (8)
G-mean is typically defined for binary classes but can
be expanded to the scenario of multiple classes as the





where M is the number of classes, Rk is the recall for
each class. As each accuracy value (Rk) representing the
classification performance of a specific class is equally
accounted, G-mean is capable to measure the balanced
performance among classes of a classification output.
A pseudo code of BWRF construction is shown in








1: minority class subset prog3, prog5, prog6,minSubset
2: majority class subset prog0, prog4,majSubset
3: over-sampled minority class subset, osMinSubset
4: osMinSubset = {}
5: Ensemble = {}
6: for each class ∈ minSubset do
7: Over-sampling the class using SMOTE with Ros
8: Add the new over-sampled dataset into osMinSub-
set
9: end for
10: for i = 1; i < N ; i+ + do
11: under-sampled majority class subset with same
amount of instances to osMinSubset, usMinSubset
12: usMinSubset = {}
13: for each class ∈ majSubset do
14: Randomly under-sampling with bootstrap
15: Add the new under-sampled dataset into usMin-
Subset
16: end for
17: Construct balanced training subset BDi with
osMinSubset and usMinSubset
18: Build a tree classifier Ci without pruning on the
BDk
19: Calculate the weights of each classifier in Ensemble
with OOB instances
20: Ensemble = Ensemble ∪ Ci
21: end for
Since data often exhibits characteristics at a local rather
than global level, the framework of random forests can
find more valuable local data properties so as to improve
the quality of sampling. Moreover, the different imbal-
anced data distribution in each random subset makes the
ensemble classifier robust to the evolving testing distri-
bution. Furthermore, random forests ensemble can alle-
viate the effect of class overlapping on the imbalanced
data distribution, since the two classes may be separa-
ble in some reduced feature subspace. In random forests,
construct a single unprunned tree using the strategy of
random selection of features and bootstrap sampling are
more robust w.r.t. attribute noise and class label noise
individually.
A method for extracting rules from a decision tree is
quite simple. A rule can be extracted from a path link-
ing from the root to a leaf node. All nodes in the path
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Figure 3 The procedure of BWRF.
are gathered and connected to each other using conjunc-
tive operations. As for random forests, we need to extract
and integrate the rules from random forests, remove these
inconsistent conditions and output a new rule set which
can be better applied to classify unseen data.
Ethical approval
The Health Research Ethics Board of the University of
Alberta approved this research project.
Experiments
Evaluationmeasurements
To evaluate the performance of the physicians (human
baseline), we use the successful rate as our measurement.
It is the only measurement we can use for the human base-
line. The successful rate of the physicians is defined as the
number of successful recommendations (patient returns
to work by receiving this recommendation) made by a
physician over the number of all cases in the dataset. This
is similar to the overall classification accuracy measure-
ment. With class imbalance, this is not a good measure-
ment. However, since we do not know the true class label
of unsuccessful cases, it is neither possible to obtain the
confusion matrix to use other measurements like Preci-
sion and F-measure, nor to know the measurements of
each class. Therefore, we can only use overall classifica-
tion accuracy in comparison with the human baseline,
however, we do include sensitivity, specificity and G-mean
for completeness.
All the classifiers are trained and validated in 10-fold
cross validations. In 10-fold cross validation, the dataset
is broken into 10 disjoint sets such that each set has
(roughly) the same distribution. The classifier is learned
10 times such that in each iteration a different set is with-
held from the training phase, and used instead to test the
classifier. Although the performance of these algorithms
is very promising in the 10-fold cross validation, indepen-
dent test evaluations are still required to examine their
true classification ability. However, we were unable to get
more minority class data for our research at that time.
Independents test datasets will be provided in the future
for additional evaluations.
Experiment design
We conducted a variety of experiments and only those giv-
ingmeaningful results are presented here. All themethods
are on theWeka platform.
SMOTE+ Tomek Link + ARIPPER
Tomitigate the class imbalance, we use a progressive sam-
pling approach to change the class distribution. The main
reason for this combination is that the synthetic data from
aminority class might invade themajority class too deeply
and with the cleaning of Tomek Links, we could avoid
potential overfitting.
1. Choose one minority class and fix the rest.
2. Increase the size of the selected class by a certain
percentage P.
3. Train an ARIPPER classifier on the sampled dataset.
If the true positive rate of the selected class increases
significantly, undo the sampling and repeat step 2
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with a larger percentage P’ and step 3. However, if
the size of the sampled class is greater than that of
the largest class in the dataset or the increase is less
than 2%, stop the sampling process.
4. Choose P as the final sampling percentage.
The final sampling percentage obtained for each minor-
ity class is 900%, 900% and 300% respectively. Figure 4
shows the class distribution before and after the sampling.
We can visualize the sampled dataset using Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) with the first two compo-
nents as shown in Figure 5-a. We can see that on the left
side class 3 has a minor overlap with class 6 while class
5 has invaded class 6. On the right side, class 0 and 4 are
mixed together.
Tomek Link method to overcome class overlaps after
sampling in order to avoid minority data generated from
SMOTE from invading the majority class too deeply and
causing classification difficulties
To make it easier for any algorithm to build a good clas-
sification model, a data cleaning stage is desirable to clean
up the borders between each class. We apply the Tomek
Link Cleaning method to weed out noise. Data points
from different classes that form a Tomek Link are consid-
ered as borderline or noisy points, and generally can be
removed. The details of the cleaning process are stated as
follows:
1. Extract each pair of classes.
2. Identify the Tomek links between these two classes.
3. Remove noise or borderline points. If such cleaning
improves the overall performance of the model,
merge the cleaned up classes back to the whole
dataset. Otherwise, undo the cleaning.
4. Repeat step 1 to 3 until all possible pairs of classes is
processed.
Figure 5-b visualizes the dataset after Tomek Link
cleaning. We can see that data points from Class 0
are completely mixed with Class 4. It is possible that
the current selected features cannot separate these two
classes effectively. Since feature selection is data depen-
dent, we further sampled on prog0 as a possible solu-
tion for the class overlap. It is possible that we can
select new and effective features to separate Class 0
and 4. Sampling on Class 0 may cause further overlap-
ping between Class 0 and 4. But those points will be
removed later as noise while the useful examples will
be reinforced. We choose to sample 60% on class 0
and apply the same procedures above. 19 features are
selected and the visualization using PCA is shown in
Figure 5-c.
Clearly, we can see that part of Class 0 is now separable
from Class 4. We then apply the Tomek Link cleaning on
the new dataset. Figure 5-d visualizes the dataset after the
cleaning. Those points from class 0mixing with class 4 are
removed while those separable remain in the data space.
We then build a model using both ARIPPER and associa-
tive classification learner on this dataset. The evaluation
is detailed in the next section.
Class decomposition + SMOTE +NCR (OVA)+ ARIPPER
In this approach we first decompose the dataset into 5
binary datasets. Each binary dataset contains the data
from one positive class and all other classes are consid-
ered as one negative class. We use SMOTE to sample on
the minority class in each binary dataset. The size of the
minority class should be close to but smaller than that of
the majority class. Then we use Neighborhood Cleaning
Rule (NCR) as a data cleaning method to clean the data
space. After the cleaning, five binary classifiers are created
using different learning algorithms. To make a prediction
for an unknown instance, each classifier generates a prob-









Figure 4 Class distribution before and after sampling-final dataset.
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Figure 5 Dataset visualization a) left top: after SMOTE, b) right top: after Tomek Link cleaning, c) left bottom: after resampling, d) right
bottom: after cleaning in second round.
use the imbalance rate to combine the probability predic-
tion of all 5 classifiers: we take the product of prediction
probability and the imbalance rate of its corresponding
class as a final weight. The test instance belongs to the
class with the highest weight.
BWRF
In our experiments reported below, we evaluate the effec-
tiveness of our proposed BWRF algorithm show the differ-
ent performance of BWRF with varying the ensemble size.
Moreover, we test the different aggregation strategies: the
weighted voting and the majority voting.
Experiment evaluation
As mentioned in the System requirements Section, our
system should make multiple recommendations for the
users to choose from. Since this is a Decision Support
System, our goal is to help the physicians but not to
replace them. The physicians can view the rules support-
ing the recommendations and make their own decisions
from the recommendation pool.
However, from a computer science perspective, this is
not sufficient. For a multi-class classification problem, the
model has to finalize its prediction. Therefore, for each
dataset obtained by using different data preprocessing
strategies, we train a model from it using different algo-
rithms and then evaluate their performance on the test
set.
SMOTE+ Tomek Link + ARIPPER (direct approach)
We first train a model using the ARIPPER algorithm.
The rules obtained from this model were evaluated by
experts from the Department of Physical Therapy and
considered as meaningful rule sets. Our prototype sys-
tem is implemented based on these rules. Table 2 shows
the prediction evaluation on the test set using these four
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Table 2 Evaluationon the test set (ARIPPER)
Criterion HAvgRCF SRHCF HAvgCS SRHCS Potential
Accuracy 0.73 0.72 0.48 0.48 0.78
measurements: The “potential” means that if any of the
predictions matches with the “true label”, we count it as
a correct prediction. Note that in rules generated from
the RIPPER algorithm, there is a default rule with empty
rule body and neither confidence nor Chi Square is appli-
cable. So for each test instance, we assign to it both the
selected prediction and the default prediction. If either of
them matches with the true label, we count it as a correct
prediction.
We then train three other classifiers using the Naive
Bayes algorithm, C4.5 algorithm and ARC-BC [29] respec-
tively. Table 3 shows the evaluation of each algorithm on
the test set. The overall accuracy is 0.385, 0.478, and 0.470
respectively.
Class decomposition + SMOTE + NCR (OVA)
For the decomposition approach, we are using two
base learners for each binary classifier Naive Bayes and
RIPPER (original RIPPER). Table 4 show the confusion
matrix of the evaluation on the test set using base learner
Naive Bayes and RIPPER.
BWRF
we construct ensemble models with different ensemble
size,and present the results on the test dataset. Table 5
and Figure 6 show the result of BWRF with weighted vot-
ing fusion, and Table 6 and Figure 7 show the result of
BWRF with majority voting fusion. The over-sampling
ratio in BWRF, Ros is empirically set to a moderate value,
200%, since that a under-sampling is performed for major-
ity class subset when constructing each balanced training
subset.
Furthermore, we also compared the common ensem-
ble classifier, such as Adaboost, Bagging and RSM. The
sizes of components are 100 in the all ensemble classifiers.
Table 7 show the results.
Table 3 The results of commonmethods with 10 fold cross
validation (the recall of each class, accuracy and G-mean)
Class Naive Bayes C4.5 ARC-BC
Prog0 0.071 0.05 0.132
Prog3 0.000 0.000 0.588
Prog4 0.969 0.980 0.856
Prog5 0.000 0.000 0.105
Prog6 0.000 0.000 0.069
Accuracy 0.482 0.478 0.471
G-mean 0.000 0.000 0.217
Table 4 The results of commonmethods with 10 fold cross
validation (the recall of each class, accuracy and G-mean)








Comparison between common imbalanced datamethods
We also empirically assessed BWRF against the state-
of-the art methods for imbalanced data learning, such
as Cost-Sensitive Classifier (CSC) [18], MetaCost [16],
SMOTEBoost [13], Borderline-SMOTE (B-SMOTE) [23]
and AdaBoost.NC combined with random over-sampling
(ANCOS) [6]. These methods were considered because
they are commonly used in research on class imbalance
some from the algorithm perspective and some from the
re-sampling perspective. We do not use the non-heuristic
random re-sampling in our comparison since they are
known to have drawbacks such as information loss or
overfitting.
For the over-sampling methods including SMB and B-
SMOTE, the amount of new data for each minority class
(prog3, prog5 and prog6) is set to be 900%, 900% and 300%
respectively. The sizes of components are 100 in the all
ensemble classifiers. The penalty strength parameter in
AdaBoost.NC is set 9. In the setting of CSC and Meta-
Cost, the misclassification cost for majority classes is set
to 1, and the one for each minority class (prog3, prog5
and prog6) is set to the size ratio between the largest class
(prog0) and each class. The based classifier is chosen as
RIPPER. Table 8 show the results.
Discussion
In this section, we discuss the evaluation in the former
section. Note that the evaluation here has its own limita-
tions as we mentioned in the earlier section.
In this paper we propose two ways to construct clas-
sification model using machine learning that categorizes
Table 5 The results of BWRF withweighted votingwhen
varying the ensemble size with 10 fold cross validation
(accuracy and G-mean)
Ensemble size 10 30 50 100 150 200
Accuracy 0.497 0.553 0.581 0.577 0.585 0.569
G-mean 0.124 0.161 0.197 0.263 0.297 0.324
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Figure 6 The result of BWRF with weighted majority voting.
an injured worker into his own appropriate rehabilita-
tion program, which is a real medical application problem
with multiclass imbalanced data classification. From the
comprehensive empirical evaluation, we show that both
of our proposed methods encountered severe class imbal-
ance and overlap in our data. Our proposed methods can
be applied on many binary class or multiple class datasets,
even if they are not imbalanced, such as loan recom-
mendation, fraud prevention, spam detection, intrusion
detection, climate data analysis, etc.
Moreover, the comparative results demonstrate that our
methodologys have a better predictive ability than other
single and ensemble classifiers in the context of imbal-
anced data with complex data characteristic. In order to
learn from this complex dataset, both of the proposed
methods are based on the re-sampling technique. The
re-sampling technique is a popular method not only in
dealing with class-imbalance, but also in filtering the noisy
instances, so as to achieve a balanced and clean data
distribution for use in the construction of rule-based clas-
sification models. From Table 2, we can find different
quality measurements (e.g., HAvgRCF, SRHCF, HAvgCS
and SRHCS) that can lead to different potential classifica-
tion accuracy. We can see that by choosing the prediction
with rule confidence measurement, the prediction accu-
racy reaches around 72%. Therefore, HAvgRCF is the best
criterion for the ARIPPER algorithm on predicting unseen
instance. From Table 3 and 4, it is apparent that the ARIP-
PER with hybrid progressive re-sampling outperforms the
other common single classifier in terms of global accuracy.
Unfortunately, since each instance has two predictions, we
cannot analyze other measurement using the confusion
Table 6 The results of BWRF withmajority voting when
varying the ensemble size with 10 fold cross validation
(accuracy and G-mean)
Ensemble size 10 30 50 100 150 200
Accuracy 0.502 0.546 0.596 0.626 0.644 0.662
G-mean 0.095 0.134 0.188 0.221 0.206 0.218
Figure 7 The result of BWRF with majority voting.
matrix. The accuracy on test set using Naive Bayes, C4.5
and ARC-BC algorithms is lower than the human baseline.
However, ARC-BC does slightly better than the other
two on predicting minority class examples. The standard
classifier, such as C4.5, Naive Bayes, cannot solve the
imbalanced data classification. Their biases are not suit-
able to the imbalanced data. For C4.5, for example, when
building decision trees, the class label associated with a
leaf is found by examining the training cases covered by
the leaf and choosing the most frequent class. In the pres-
ence of the class imbalance problem, decision trees may
be prone to ignore the minority class.
Since the pruning is based on the predicted error, there
is a high probability that some branches that predict
the small classes are removed and the new leaf node is
labeled with a dominant class. For the class decompo-
sition approach, the overall accuracy is also lower than
the human baseline. That is because the decomposition
strategy of the one class versus the other classes will
worsen the imbalanced distribution even more for the
small classes. However, one thing worth noticing is that
by using Naive Bayes as the base learner, the model makes
good predictions of the minority classes. But it is difficult
to ensure good classification results on both the majority
and minority classes at the same time. This is a common
trade-off with the presence of class imbalance.
In addition to re-sampling methods, ensemble meth-
ods have also been used to improve performance on
imbalanced datasets. They combine the power of multiple
classifiers trained on similar datasets to provide accu-
rate predictions for future instances. From Table 6, our
proposed ensemble model is better than the other three
Table 7 The comparison betweenBWRF and other
common ensemble classifierswith 10 fold cross validation
(accuracy and G-mean)
Adaboost Bagging RSM BWRF
Accuracy 0.51 0.526 0.547 0.577
G-mean 0 0 0 0.263
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Table 8 The results of the state-of-the-artmethods for
imbalanced data learningwith 10 fold cross validation
(accuracy and G-mean)
SMOTEBoost B-SMOTE MetaCost CSC ANCOS
Accuracy 0.307 0.321 0.412 0.364 0.327
G-mean 0.104 0.084 0.133 0.156 0.197
ensemble models with the same amount of base classi-
fier. The diversity is an important property for achieving
a good performance from ensembles. The hybrid re-
sampling strategy combined with random forest model
not only injects more diversity into the ensemble via the
learning algorithm, but also via the bias of the re-sampling
algorithm.
FromTable 7, we can find that our twomethods perform
very well when compared to the other four state-of-the-
art methods for imbalanced data learning. SMOTEBoost
and B-SMOTE only over-sample the minority class, hence
they cannot solve it well if the noisy instances exist. The
cost sensitive learning performs slightly worse than our
methods. It may be because the ratio misclassification
cost based on the size ratio between two classes is not
appropriate, resulting in obtaining an unexpected perfor-
mance. All the results in our experiments demonstrate the
effects of using the hybrid sampling procedure combined
with rule-based classifier to improve the performance of
the common methods in terms of global accuracy and
G-mean.
Furthermore, we focus on the rule representation. More
precisely, we are interested in classification problems
where discovered knowledge represents a function map-
ping objects (examples), described by a fixed set of
attributes (features), to decision classes (concepts). The
rule-based classifiers are capable of constructing a mean-
ingful, editable and interpretable knowledge base (rules
set) automatically without human inputs and have the
potential of discovering something the human experts
have overlooked.
The purpose of our project was to develop a classifica-
tion algorithm and accompanying computer-based tool to
help categorize individuals who were not working due to
a wide variety of musculoskeletal disorders. Currently our
prototype system implements theARIPPERmodel trained
from the first experiment since the rules are considered to
be very meaningful from clinical perspective,so that they
can make better decisions and possibly increase the effi-
ciency of the decision-making process. This rule set shows
a high “potential” on the test evaluation. As a decision
support system, this should be sufficient since the clini-
cian is the one who makes the final decision. To further
evaluate the system, we need to do additional validations
in real clinical settings. As for BWRF, we should integrate
rules from multiple trees in a Random Forest which can
help improve the comprehensiveness of the rules in the
future.
Summary
In this work we build a decision support system with
a knowledge base generated by machine learning algo-
rithms. To tackle the multi-class imbalance and class
overlap due to the nature of this clinical dataset, we
apply several data re-sampling techniques to make it eas-
ier for the learning stage. Our results show that ARIP-
PER combined with hybrid re-sampling techniques and
BWRF achieves a better performance, and ARIPPER com-
bined with hybrid re-sampling techniques generates a
meaningful rule-based model whose prediction ability
is comparable to the clinicians. The Figure 8 shows a
screen capture of providing multiple recommendations.
Moreover, combining class decomposition with data re-
sampling is a better way to effectively classify minority
class examples than applying the data re-sampling
directly.
Since our system provides human readable rules and
presents these rules as evidence of any recommendation,
a feedback loop is conceivable allowing an expert user to
change these rules by directly injecting domain knowl-
edge in the model initially automatically derived from the
data.
As for future study, we plan to find a solution to deter-
mine the right prediction between the default prediction
Figure 8 A screen capture of providingmultiple recommendations.
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and the other one as discussed in experiment 1. Building
a binary classifier between these two predictions would
be a good start. Another extension to our work is to inte-
grate the negative model into the evaluation of the positive
model such as canceling conflicting predictions under cer-
tain circumstances. To evaluate the system from a clinical
perspective, additional validation in random clinical tri-
als is required. In addition, we hope that we could get
more data for the minority classes in later stage of this
research.
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